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Abstract: 

Background: Teen exploitation is very significant social issue all over universe also in our country too, but then again 

inappropriately actual slight research work had been completed in our country on the current theme. In Southern 

Punjab condition is immensely inferior.  

Objective: The objective of the current research is to regulate design of teen exploitation in Rahimyar Khan, the 

district of southern province of Punjab.  

Methodology: Research Design: Cross sectional Research. Residence & Period: Emergency Department, Sheikh 

Zayed Hospital, Rahimyar Khan for phase of twelve months year from February2016 to January 2017. The entirely 

110 cases of teen exploitation remained encompassed in our research study by non possibility successive sample 

method. Altogether victims of exploitation among 4-15 years of age, that gave agreement stayed encompassed whereas 

previously analyzed victims of bleeding complaints, Osteoporosis also these didn't give agreement were omitted from 

our research study. Aid of X-rays, Ultrasound and blood tests stayed occupied when essential. SPSS 22.0 was 

practiced examining our research statistics.  

Results: Out of 110 victims, men were in mainstream (61%) than woman (39%) and maximum known exploitation 

kind found was bodily exploitation (48.7%), then expressive exploitation (22.8%), trailed through sexual exploitation 

(23%) also abandonment (18%). Educational position of parentages/custodians and their once-a-month pay presented 

that mainstream of these remained uneducated (57%) also 44% consuming their pay up to Rs. 11000/- per month.  

Conclusion: We decided that man get was main victim of exploitation also maximum known design of exploitation in 

men was bodily. Those evidences require to remain linked to Law execution interventions, media, public society, 

NGO's also consciousness plans particularly for teachers also maternities would be agreed, so that actual regulator 

might be attained in least period also incomes by exact strategy creation. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Fierceness in contradiction of offspring is very 

familiar increasing public-health also expansion issue 

considered by the WHO discussion. Via their 

description “Teen exploitation also mistreatment 

establishes very methods of bodily also / otherwise 

expressive ill-treatment, sexual exploitation, 

negligence or else neglectful action or else marketable 

or added misuse, resultant in definite or possible 

damage towards kid's fitness, existence, growth or 

self-respect in setting of the association of 

accountability, faith or influence” [1]. Henceforth 

widely, it is moreover an act of command or else 

smooth omission which stays invented through people 

themselves moreover via making or else standing such 

situations that moreover delay or else brand 

unbearable development of usual concealed aptitudes 

of offspring [2]. Around 4.4 million victims of 

exploitation or negligence stayed described in the 

United States throughout 2009. Also 72% of those 

offspring stayed considered as sufferers of teen 

negligence, 17% fell in class of bodily exploitation, 

10% remained mistreated sexually, in addition 8% 

were agonized expressive exploitation. The burden of 

slightly bodily wound on the teen might establish 

bodily misuse [3]. The non unimportant injury 

imposed upon the teen through the maternal otherwise 

custodian might remain distinct internationally as teen 

misuse. Though numerous characteristic explanations 

remain expressed rendering to dissimilar faiths also 

philosophies. In our country Pakistan, it is not rare that 

victims of teen sexual misuse or else even sensual 

misuse remain hidden even deprived of amenably to 

uphold untruthful piousness or for the intentional 

reprisal. The very infrequent sum of victims, filed 

against sexual committers, is its disastrous result. The 

events, which remain described also spread print or 

else electronic media, stay frequently victims where 

exploitation also abuse have controlled to demise 

otherwise thoughtful wounded or have occupied 

approximately additional heinous otherwise 

extraordinary go [4]. Only these victims of 

exploitation also abuse get access to media which have 

conclusion in decease or grave losses. Committers of 

lassies also lads together remain men usually. It 

remains less possible that homosexuals sexually 

exploitation extra kids than additional males ensure 

[5]. In Southern Punjab actual slight work had been 

completed on teen exploitation also not, any available 

information also figures concerning this matter remain 

accessible, that's why we deliberate the current 

research study for willpower of design of teen 

exploitation in Rahimyar khan so that consciousness 

agendas might be prearranged consequently. 

 

METHODOLOGY: 

The research location of the current cross-sectional 

research was Emergency Department, Sheikh Zayed 

Hospital, Rahimyar Khan for phase of twelve months 

from February 2016 to January 2017. The total of 110 

research cases, sufferers of teen exploitation, together 

man and woman sexes amongst 4-15 years of age, that 

derived to Emergency Subdivision of Sheikh Zayed 

Hospital, Rahimyar khan, for action of wound stayed 

encompassed in our research. Agreement remained 

occupied from paternal/custodian beforehand 

attractive information. The design of each kind of 

misuse i.e. bodily, erotic, expressive abandonment 

stood noted by sex, ages also area of abode. Altogether 

information remained arrived in calculated software 

SPSS version 22. The non unimportant injury imposed 

upon the teen through the maternal otherwise 

custodian might remain distinct internationally as teen 

misuse. Though numerous characteristic explanations 

remain expressed rendering to dissimilar faiths also 

philosophies. In our country Pakistan, it is not rare that 

victims of teen sexual misuse or else even sensual 

misuse remain hidden even deprived of amenably to 

uphold untruthful piousness or for the intentional 

reprisal. The very infrequent sum of victims, filed 

against sexual committers, is its disastrous result. The 

events, which remain described also spread print or 

else electronic media, stay frequently victims where 

exploitation also abuse have controlled to demise 

otherwise thoughtful wounded or have occupied 

approximately additional heinous otherwise 

extraordinary go. Proportion and incidence stayed 

designed for qualitative variables alike sex, design of 

teen exploitation, zone of residence also educational 

position of mothers/custodian. Average and SD were 

intended for quantitative variables comparable age of 

teen and once-a-month revenue of parental/custodian. 

 

RESULTS: 

Age delivery of injured broods was noted that 

displayed that sum of offspring amongst 4 to 6 years 

was 12, among 7 to 9 years was 19, amongst 10 to12 

years was 33 also amongst 13 to 15 years stayed 40. 

The average and Standard Deviation designed 

were11.55+4.64 years. Sex delivery of offspring 

displayed that 63 (60%) remained men also 44 (42%) 

were women. Occurrence of educational position of 

parents/custodians of offspring was noted that 

displayed that 60 (57%) were uneducated, 31 (29.6%) 

were up to main, 13 (12.5%) remained up to high also 

5 (5%) remained up to graduation. Once-a-month 

salary maternities/custodians of offspring revealed in 

table 1. Design of teen exploitation in offspring was 

noted which exposed that 51 (48.5%) offspring 

remained bodily harmed, 15 (14.4%) were sexually 
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battered, 24 (23%) were ill-treated expressively and 19 

(18%) had abandonment. (Table 2) Via their 

description “Teen exploitation also mistreatment 

establishes very methods of bodily also / otherwise 

expressive ill-treatment, sexual exploitation, 

negligence or else neglectful action or else marketable 

or added misuse, resultant in definite or possible 

damage towards kid's fitness, existence, growth or 

self-respect in setting of the association of 

accountability, faith or influence”. Henceforth widely, 

it is moreover an act of command or else smooth 

omission which stays invented through people 

themselves moreover via making or else standing such 

situations that moreover delay or else brand 

unbearable development of usual concealed aptitudes 

of offspring. Around 4.4 million victims of 

exploitation or negligence stayed described in the 

United States throughout 2009. Also 72% of those 

offspring stayed considered as sufferers of teen 

negligence, 17% fell in class of bodily exploitation, 

10% remained mistreated sexually, in addition 8% 

were agonized expressive exploitation. The burden of 

slightly bodily wound on the teen might establish 

bodily misuse. 

 

Table 1: Once-a-month salary of paternities/custodians (n=110) 

 

Once-a-month Pay of Patients No (%)  

Up to 1000 47 (44.9) 

10000 to 20000 32 (30.6) 

20000 to 30000 20 (19%) 

>30000 12 (10.6) 

Total 110 (100 %) 

 

Table 2: Design of teen exploitation in offspring (n=110) 

 

Kind of teen exploitation No (%) 

Bodily exploitation 15 (14.4%) 

Sexual exploitation 51 (46.5%) 

Expressive exploitation 19 (18.2%) 

Negligence 24 (22.8%) 

Total 110 (100%) 

 

DISCUSSION: 

In the current research study, men of 13-15 years 

remained main target also extra susceptible to bodily 

misuse trailed thru expressive manipulation also 

abandonment. Enlightening rank of 

paternities/custodians also them once-a-month 

revenue displayed that mainstream stayed uninformed 

also consuming their revenue up to Rs. 11,000/- per 

month [6]. The situation of our country Pakistan 

around teen exploitation stays not improved than 

additional states of identical position but then again 

this has developed extra vital owing to non 

obtainability of authorized numbers around this 

extensive condition of teen exploitation. We 

announcement in current research that bodily 

maltreatment remains not limited solitary confidential 

domestic but then again also, outside situation, e.g. 

physical sentences in colleges also at labor places [7]. 

The motives of bodily exploitation might remain little 

revenue pressures, little instructive position also 

expressive national of paternities/custodians of teen, 

who remains very lenient also obtainable mark for 

annoyance also preventions. The similar drives by 

teachers in schools, coaches at yards also each extra 

individual resorting to bodily exploitation of offspring. 

Astonishingly, in area of research proportion of sexual 

exploitation originates meaningfully inferior, solitary 

14% conflicting to sum of victims of teen sexual 

exploitation in US per year, 160,000 victims assessed 

also proved by CPS activities, for the degree of 2.2 

victims per 1100 offspring [8]. 16% of lads also 31% 

of teenagers around knowledge approximately kind of 

sexual exploitation in infant. In 7 schoolboys also 2 in 

5 teenagers approx. stay sexually battered beforehand 

their 19th anniversary. Numerous battered offspring 

not ever come to courtesy of specialized amenities, 

administration activities, or else illegal impartiality 

scheme. Not any hesitation, in few victims even career 

remnants ignorant of teen exploitation. Because 

disguise, definite occurrence of teen sexual 

exploitation remains hard to control [9]. Sexual 

exploitations are benefit of addict continuously, 

deprived of somewhat deliberation of selections or 

else response of teen and its consequences on conduct 

of teen. Though, going finished consequences of our 

research study, researchers arrange that obvious 

victims of bodily teen exploitation remains in 

developed amount than extra teen exploitation kinds 
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trailed through expressive exploitation, abandonment 

in addition sensual exploitation [10]. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Our current research displayed that man kids remained 

extra fronting exploitation also in maximum of victims 

it remained bodily in nature. Seeing evidences also 

statistics of research, here remains very persistent 

requirement to emphasis on matters around Teen 

Fortification in district Rahimyar Khan. Those truths 

obligation remain carried to Law execution 

interventions, teachers, public civilization and 

especially parents/guardian, to aware them in addition 

to evade such exploitations in offspring as they might 

have undesirable influence in future of kids. For 

reintegration also interference ropes scheme would 

remain recognized in Southern Punjab. Teenagers 

would stay fortified to take errands in contradiction of 

teen exploitation. Media must take accountability via 

not solitary giving priority in importance teenager 

exploitation cases but then again also endorse 

consciousness around youngster exploitation. 
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